An Unexpected Adventure
by Lily Anderson
Super Bunny was soaring back to his home in Orlando, Florida after another tangle with Turnip Head.
When he got home, he checked the mailbox. He went inside to open the letters. First, he got his water bill.
Then he got a letter with no return address. Inside it showed :
Dear Super Bunny,
I really need your help a new enemy called a ‘The Phantom Dragon' has made an appearance and is hard to
find. The only the thing found about his origins were that he was a researcher trying to find this ghost of a
dragon and got- combined with it. He began by taking away animals and torturing them until they turned into
phantoms too. I found only one clue. I just started doing tests on a phantom footprint. I enclosed one plane
ticket to California. I’lI pick you up.
Your Friend,
Adora-girl
Supper Bunny was excited. He hasn't been to California since his first meeting with The Headless
Centaur. On the ticket, it said First Class plane ticket. He muttered a thank you.
The next day, he went to California. When he landed, his friend Ayiana called his name." Hi Tibbar!
We're going to my friend's lab."
When they arrived at the sci-lab, her friend brought them to a secret underground lab. Ayiana said,"
Hey, I thought there was only one footprint!" when she saw the others. She grabbed the potion that they
made to disintegrate the phantom. They followed the foot prints. Suddenly, they came to a dead end. "Shoot,
I should've known that there are several of these!" she muttered. Then, suddenly The Headless Centaur and
Turnip Head appeared out of nowhere! Super Bunny charged at the villains. Then, they disappeared.
The next day they searched the dead end. Ayiana found hidden cameras. Super Bunny noticed a tiny
rubric with letters in it. He tried multiple passwords but none worked. Then Her friend suggested to use the
first letters of each word in The Phantom Dragon. He typed it in and the fake wall slid to the side. They quietly
went down the stairs and saw the phantom dragon who as talking to a villain. The heroes could only catch
some of what they were saying.
“… you got the boy?"
"... mayor wasn't look'n at 'im"
“... where's he "
"... 'er he is" he said as he nudged a boy forward.
Ayiana almost gasped in horror as she mouthed," The mayor's son is tied up!"
“…well get a big ransom for this one"
Then, they changed into their outfits and charged at the villains. Super Bunny threw carrots at the
ground and they tripped. Adora-Girl fired a love bomb and lured them into handcuffs. They broke free of the
love spell when they were going to jail. The little boy said thank you. Adora-Girl and Super Bunny saved the
day!

